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ABSTRACT Drones are unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) utilized for a broad range of functions, including
delivery, aerial surveillance, trafficmonitoring, architecturemonitoring, and evenWar-field. Drones confront
significant obstacles while navigating independently in complex and highly dynamic environments. More-
over, the targeted objects within a dynamic environment have irregular morphology, occlusion, and minor
contrast variation with the background. In this regard, a novel deep Convolutional Neural Network(CNN)
based data-driven strategy is proposed for drone navigation in the complex and dynamic environment. The
proposed Drone Split-Transform-and-Merge Region-and-Edge (Drone-STM-RENet) CNN is comprised of
convolutional blocks where each block methodically implements region and edge operations to preserve a
diverse set of targeted properties at multi-levels, especially in the congested environment. In each block, the
systematic implementation of the average and max-pooling operations can deal with the region homogeneity
and edge properties. Additionally, these convolutional blocks are merged at a multi-level to learn texture
variation that efficiently discriminates the target from the background and helps obstacle avoidance. Finally,
the Drone-STM-RENet generates steering angle and collision probability for each input image to control
the drone moving while avoiding hindrances and allowing the UAV to spot risky situations and respond
quickly, respectively. The proposed Drone-STM-RENet has been validated on two urban cars and bicycles
datasets: udacity and collision-sequence, and achieved considerable performance in terms of explained
variance (0.99), recall (95.47%), accuracy (96.26%), and F-score (91.95%). The promising performance
of Drone-STM-RENet on urban road datasets suggests that the proposed model is generalizable and can be
deployed for real-time autonomous drones navigation and real-world flights.
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INDEX TERMS Residual network, drone, convolutional neural network, perception and autonomy, drone
split transform merge.
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I. INTRODUCTION 22

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are one of the most sig- 23

nificant disciplines in recent technology, with autonomous 24
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drones being a key study focus. Self-flying, also called25

self-piloting, refers to a drone’s capacity to conduct aerial26

movements without the assistance of a person. In this case,27

autonomy is defined as the drone’s decision to run the afore-28

mentioned self-flying activities without the need for human29

intervention. UAVs operated manually face many functional30

and operational challenges. As a result, it is planned to build31

drones that a front and rear camera will control, from which32

the drone would get real-time visual information and act inde-33

pendently. A significant open challenge in robotics is the safe34

and dependable outside navigation of autonomous systems,35

such as unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). The autonomous36

agentmust not only operate while avoiding accidents, but also37

interact with other agents in the environment, such as people38

or automobiles, in a safe manner.39

Significant advancements have been achieved in the field40

of UAVs in the last decade, owing to the fast develop-41

ment of low-cost off-the-shelf drones. But it is challenging42

for autonomous systems [1], i.e. unmanned aerial vehicles43

(UAVs), to navigate safely and reliably. The ability to travel44

while avoiding obstacles is critical for applications such45

as traffic monitoring, surveillance, and construction pur-46

poses [2], [3] in urban areas. Due to the complexity of the47

environment, it becomes quite a challenging task [4]. The48

autonomous agent should interact with other agents and nav-49

igate while avoiding obstacles in these scenarios.50

Two steps process are used to solve such problems using51

traditional approaches that includes (i) In a given map, auto-52

mated localization is performed (using visual, GPS or/and53

any other range sensor) (ii) controlling the drones manually54

to avoid hindrances while accomplishing its goal [2], [5], [6].55

Recently, new machine learning [7], [8] and deep learning56

techniques [9], [10]have been producing excellent results in57

various domains [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16]. It gives58

significant results in cyber security [17], [18], [19], [20] as59

well. Reinforcement learning (RL)-based techniques, in par-60

ticular, suffer from a significant rise in sample complexity,61

making them unsuitable for usage by UAVs in safety-critical62

settings. Successful flying policies, on the other hand, may63

be learned using supervised-learning approaches [10], [11],64

[21], [22] However, it has not worked out how to collect65

enough expert trajectories from replicating yet. In addition,66

as mentioned by [21] drones must learn how to react in67

dangerous circumstances just like human pilots.68

Due to its usage and suitability on commercially feasi-69

ble drones that are often implemented with a front-looking70

camera and lack additional sensors that are power-hungry71

or obese. At the same time, advances in machine learning72

have improved visual navigation capabilities. Deep Neural73

Networks (DNNs) have enabled the creation of tail-to-tail74

learning methods [23]. Contrary to previous method, which75

has limited generalisation capabilities, DNNs offer visual76

navigation in real-world contexts where visual appearances77

are inevitably diverse [24].78

In this work, we propose a drone navigation method using79

Region and Edge Exploitation-Based Deep CNN. Our main80

focus is to provide a CNN model through which drone navi- 81

gation can be done using 1 single mounted camera. 82

AUAV effectively flying in the streets must follow the road 83

and react to dangerous circumstances in the samemanner that 84

any othermanned ground vehicle would. As a result, we intro- 85

duce employing the information acquired from ground auto- 86

mobiles incorporated in the above-mentioned settings. The 87

Drone-STM-RENet architecture is compatible with the input 88

feature map dimensions and output multi-class challenge by 89

changing the initial and final layers (2 classes). Comprehen- 90

sively, contributions made by this work are as follows: 91

1) We propose a novel Drone Split Transform Merge 92

Region and Edged based convolutional neural network 93

(Drone-STM-RENet) that can undertake a safe UAV 94

flying in urban areas by predicting the probability of 95

collision and steering angle. 96

2) For training, an outside dataset collected from vehicles 97

and bicycles was used. To allow a UAV to detect poten- 98

tially harmful scenarios, an outside collision sequences 99

dataset is used. 100

3) In every block of the proposed Drone-STM-RENet, 101

STM-based CNN blocks concept is developed, which 102

leverages the concept of Region and Edge-based (RE) 103

feature extraction systematically. Effective usage of 104

RE-based operations at every branch of the Drone- 105

STM-RENet block captures a wide range of character- 106

istics on numerous levels, most notably those including 107

obstacles. 108

Despite our system’s impressive outcomes, we do not want 109

to change the standard ‘‘map-localize-plan’’ drone naviga- 110

tion approaches; instead, we want to explore if a likewise 111

task can be performed with a single shallow neural network. 112

Traditional and learning-based techniques, we believe, will 113

eventually complement one another. 114

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 115

In this section, a detailed review of the available literature 116

is given, which is not only the inspiration for this research 117

but provides insights on how Convolution Neural Network 118

emerged as one of the most researched areas in artificial 119

intelligence. 120

The obstacle identification and avoidance tasks [25] are 121

closely linked with those of autonomous navigation. Object 122

detection methods are based on either machine learning algo- 123

rithms or computer vision techniques to identify obstacles. 124

The GPS range and optical sensors of an unmanned aerial 125

vehicle (UAV) that operates outside are usually used to assess 126

the device status, detect the presence of obstacles, and deter- 127

mine the flight route [2], [5]. However, these kinds of work 128

are still likely to suffer in urban areas because of the building, 129

huge rushes, and dynamic states. This results in critical unob- 130

served errors in the estimation of system state. In such cases, 131

SLAM is a typical approach in which the robot develops 132

a map of the environment while also self-locating within 133

it [26]. Although it may be beneficial for global navigation 134
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FIGURE 1. Dataset distribution for Drone-STM-RENet.

and localization, it is uncertain how to extract control com-135

mands for a secure and stable flight from an expressive 3D136

reconstruction of the surroundings.137

A self-supervised deep CNN-based indoor navigation sys-138

tem was created by Alexandros Kouris [27]. Using a regres-139

sion CNN to evaluate the agent’s distance to collision based140

on raw visual input data from the inbuilt monocular camera141

addresses the issue of real-time obstacle avoidance. Using an142

external sensor placed on a drone, they trained the model143

on their indoor-flight dataset, which they generated with144

real-distance labels using an external sensor. CNN extracts145

Spatio-temporal features that capture both static presence146

and motion information by simultaneously processing the147

consecutive input frames, including the current and previous148

frames, to estimate the robot’s distance from the closest149

hindrance in several directions, including the current and150

previous. Using these predictions, the linear velocity and151

yaw of the unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) are adjusted to152

ensure safe navigation. When applied to real-world indoor153

flights, it produced state-of-the-art results, leaving behind154

previously reported techniques from the literature. They uti-155

lized a two-stream CNN architecture for Spatio-temporal156

feature extraction to estimate the distance between robots and157

the environment in various directions.158

Using machine learning tools for object identification and159

classification, the authors of [28] conducted a thorough eval-160

uation of the literature that addressed the idea of drone detec-161

tion. In essence, the use of machine learning makes it easier162

to identify drones using a binary classification model such as163

‘‘drone’’ or ‘‘no drone.’’ However, some study in the literature164

uses a multiclass classification to identify different types of165

drones in addition to the conventional categorization. The166

article’s first section outlines many goals including drone167

detection, verification, classification, and characterisation as168

well as a multi-drone detection method based on radar sig-169

nals. The important study on drone detection is recognised as170

using high-end 3-D holographic radar coupled with machine171

learning of time-domain properties.172

The D-CNN based-model developed by Karim Amer [29]173

as it performs well in different computer vision [30] tasks174

such as detection [31], [32], localization [33] and segmen- 175

tation [29], [34]. A CNN in conjunction with a regressor 176

is utilized to generate the drone steering instructions. The 177

information was enhanced to create a ’navigation enve- 178

lope.’ In applications such as surveillance, package delivery, 179

or humanitarian assistance distribution, the technique may 180

be used to automate drone navigation to reduce the number 181

of excursions or visits to the same location. A D-CNN was 182

built to produce drone steering instructions based on observed 183

images and to achieve autonomous drone navigation. The 184

suggested approach uses video acquired by a cameramounted 185

on drone. When a CNN and fully connected regression are 186

used together, it has been shown that it is possible to forecast 187

the steering angles required to fly the drone on its planned 188

path with high accuracy. 189

Wang et al. [35] utilized some generic CNN-based object 190

detectors for the computer vision challenge using Stanford 191

DroneDataset. The employment of a focal loss dense detector 192

RetinaNet-based method for fast and efficient object iden- 193

tification from a drone has yielded results that are at the 194

cutting edge of the field. In their research, Saripalli et al. [36] 195

looked into vision-based autonomous control techniques 196

for UAV landings. Scaramuzza et al. [37] integrated vision 197

approaches into their Unmanned aerial Vehicle design 198

to improve navigation accuracy. PIXHAWK [38] is a 199

well-known flight control device that uses machine vision 200

algorithms to detect obstacles during UAV operations. 201

Kendoul et al. [39] used machine vision methods focused 202

on optical flow to incorporate self-manoeuvring operations 203

for aerial vehicles. He successfully investigated the use of 204

CNN-based object detectors, especially the recently reported 205

RetinaNet focal loss dense detector for Unmanned aerial 206

vehicles object detection. 207

Ashraf et al. [40] reported a two-staged network. Targets 208

drones’ irregular movement, tiny size, arbitrary form, sig- 209

nificant intensity fluctuations, and occlusion makes drone 210

identification a difficult task [28]. Drones’ low costs will 211

increase the number of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) in 212

the sky. Researchers for a variety of purposes have tackled 213

the issue of drone detection. The method described in this 214
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FIGURE 2. (a) Drone-STM-RENet is a branched CNN that anticipates the steering angle and collision probability from a single 150 x
150 grey-scale frame. A Drone-STM-RENet with two residual blocks (b) forms the common component of the architecture, which is
accompanied by 50% dropout and ReLU non-linearity. Following that, the architecture is divided into two different fully connected layers,
one for predicting steering angle and the other for inferring collision probability. In the figure above, we first give the kernel size, and
after that the number of filters, and finally, the stride if it’s not 1. Residual blocks consist (c) a combination of Batch normalization, ReLU
activation function, and convolution layer.

article does not need precisely centered cuboids and instead215

uses I3D to learn rich Spatio-temporal information. Rather216

than relying on region-proposal-based techniques, this arti-217

cle suggested a two-stage segmentation-based strategy using218

Spatio-temporal attention cues. This article aims to identify219

and locate drones in multiple video frames recorded by other220

drones. It reported a two-stage segmentation-based detection221

approach for drones in heavily populated areas. The first stage222

is solely visual, while the second stage is spatialtemporal.223

Xie et al. [41] leveraged agregated residual transforma-224

tions for image classification. This article’s methodology is225

based on three observations: (i) A bottom-up segmentation-226

based technique for drone identification that classifies each227

pixel is superior to a region proposal-based approach.228

(ii) Optical flow data has been successfully used in a229

number of research, including action recognition.230

(iii) Because large motions of the target and source drones231

may be insufficient, we must depend on optical flow data.232

This starts with appearance-based pixel classification to233

accurately find drones and then adapts ResNet50 [42] to234

maintain local information as the network becomes more235

significant. It utilized pixel- and channel-level attentions to 236

concentrate feature maps on the foreground. This article 237

described a two-stage method for detecting flying drones 238

using Spatio-temporal cues. It utilized a segmentation-based 239

approach rather than depending on region-based techniques 240

for effective drone identification. 241

III. PROPOSED TECHNIQUE 242

A. CNN WITH DEEP CHANNEL BOOSTING FOR DRONE 243

AUTONOMY 244

Accurate analysis of real-time images [43] in a chang- 245

ing environment is complex due to the following factors: 246

(i) low contrast variation between foreground and background 247

boundaries, (ii) high texture variation (iii) significant vari- 248

ation in the size, shape, and position of the foreground in 249

images and (iv) low illumination. Additionally, these photos 250

are heavily deformed due to the shifting environment’s noise 251

level. 252

This work reported approach for automating drones based 253

on CB-CNN. The suggested approach is used to forecast the 254

steering angle and probability of collision. In this context, 255
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FIGURE 3. (a) Images from Udacity were utilized for learning the steering angles. (b) The images were gathered to evaluate the possibility of a
collision. Green box indicates no-collision frames, whereas red box indicates collision frames.

we develop a new CNN classifier based on innovative Drone-256

STM-RENet blocked [44] that incorporates RE-based pro-257

cedures for steering angle and collision probability learning.258

The workflow for the drone navigation is illustrated in fig. 1.259

1) PROPOSED DRONE-STM-RENet260

D-CNNs have a lot of pattern mining capabilities, which is261

why it’s so prevalent in image processing [45]. Because of262

its automated feature extraction capability, CNN has outper-263

formed traditional Machine Learning algorithms on visual264

observation tasks. It uses a convolution technique to lever-265

age the image’s structural information and extracts feature266

hierarchies dynamically based on the intended application.267

To investigate the background-foreground issue in Drone-268

STM-RENet, unique convolution blocks based on split-269

transform-merge (STM) techniques are devised and imple-270

mented. It is the first time an individual block has been271

developed that consistently performs region and edge-based272

operations at each branch to capture a comprehensive collec-273

tion of properties at many levels, particularly those related to274

region homogeneity, textural changes, and backdrop borders.275

Many advancements in CNN architecture have increased its276

application in the robotics sector for robot vision. Before277

this, the best of our knowledge practice was to squeeze and278

excite using 1× 1 dimension reduction or expansion, but this279

is a novel squeeze and excitation technique idea that uses280

squeezing (channel concatenation) and excitation (channel281

concatenation). By squeezing and concatenating, we choose282

salient feature maps.283

In this work, a new CNN architecture based on the inno-284

vative Drone-STM-RENet based feature extraction has been285

developed. This new architecture for drones is referred to as286

the Drone STM-based RENet (Drone-STM-RENet) architec-287

ture shown in figure 2. Drone-STM-RENet creates unique288

convolution blocks based on split-transform-merge (STM) to289

investigate the background-foreground dilemma. This inno-290

vative block systematically executes region and edge-based291

operations at each branch to capture the broad range of char-292

acteristics at many levels, particularly those related to region293

homogeneity, textural changes, and background borders. The294

proposed block is made up of four sub-branches, as shown 295

in the diagram. The principle of Region and Edge-based 296

feature extraction is applied thoroughly at every branch, with 297

maximum and average-pooling along with convolution and 298

ReLU-activation to capture discriminating features in consid- 299

erable detail. To extract patterns from an image dataset, the 300

Drone-STM-RENet separates the input into four branches, 301

uses the RE-based operator to learn region-specific variations 302

and their distinct boundaries, and then uses the concatenation 303

operation to merge the output from numerous paths. Drone- 304

STM-RENet extracts a different set of abstract level features 305

by stacking two blocks of STMwith the identical topology in 306

series. At the end of the process, Dropout is used, followed by 307

ReLU activation and two fully connected layers in parallel for 308

steering angle prediction and for calculating the probability of 309

collidingwith another vehicle. Incorporating this concept into 310

the Drone-STM-RENet allows it to extract various variants 311

from the input feature maps. 312

2) PROPOSED DRONE-STM-RENet CHANNEL BOOSTING 313

(CDSTM-RENet-CB) 314

Vehicle data has a lot of variance in the images that’s why a 315

strong CNN is essential for excellent discrimination. Using 316

Channel Boosting [46], [47], the proposed Drone-STM- 317

RENet’s discriminating ability is improved. It proposed the 318

concept of Channel Boosting to solve complex problems. 319

Extraction of significant characteristics from distorted pic- 320

tures is made possible by average smoothing of the image 321

contents inside the distorted images recorded, and outliers are 322

also managed using the suggested approach. The region and 323

edge operation assists in managing region homogeneity and 324

smoothing and the systematic exploitation of resources inside 325

a given block. It helps delineate discriminating boundary or 326

edge characteristics. 327

B. IMPORTANCE OF USING AUXILIARY CHANNELS 328

CNNs with various architectural designs have varying capa- 329

bilities for feature learning. Multilevel information can be 330

seen in many channels learned from distinct deep CNNs. 331

These channels reflect different patterns that might help in 332
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TABLE 1. Quantitative data on problems involving regression and classification: When doing the steering regression task, EVA and RMSE are measured,
and when performing the collision prediction task, Average accuracy and F1-score are evaluated. Also we have calculated confidence interval for recall at
95%. In comparison to the baselines that were evaluated, our model performed wonderfully. Even though Drone-STM-RENet does not have many
parameters, it performs brilliantly on both tasks.

the exact explanation of class-specific features. The local333

and global representation of the image may be improved334

by combining diverse-level abstractions learned from multi-335

ple sources. The term ‘‘intelligent feature-space ensemble’’336

refers to the concatenation of auxiliary and primary chan-337

nels [48] in which a single learner makes the ultimate choice338

by assessing numerous image-specific patterns [49].339

C. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE EXISTING CNNs340

For the evaluation of proposed architecture, several known341

deep CNNs (ResNet50 [42], VGG16 [50], Dronet [23]) have342

been implemented. To provide a fair comparison with the343

suggested technique, all models are first trained on the same344

data set from scratch.345

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP346

A. DATASET347

The deep CNN models are trained and evaluated using a348

holdout cross validation technique. The data set was split into349

three parts: a training set, a validation set, and a testing set.350

The testing set was used to evaluate the model, which was351

maintained distinct from the training and validation datasets.352

We utilize one of the freely accessible datasets from Udac-353

ity’s project [51] to learn steering angles. Nearly 60,000354

images of car driving are split across five experiments, 1 for355

testing and 4 for training. Every experiment saves images356

from three cameras (left, center, and right) and data from the357

GPS, IMU, brake, steering angles, throttle, gear, and speed.358

To learn the probability of collision from images, We uti-359

lize a dataset that is freely available online from Dronet’s360

project [23]. They collected the dataset by mounting the361

GoPro camera on the bicycle’s handlebar. And drive the bicy-362

cle in multiple city areas, attempting to mix up the barriers363

(vehicles, people, plants, construction sites) and appearance364

of surroundings. As a result, the drone can generalize in a365

variety of settings. This dataset has 32000 images spread366

across 137 sequences. In these sequences, frames are labeled367

as 0 (no collision) if the distance from the obstacle is enough,368

which means there is less chance of collision, and those369

frames in which there are some obstacles are labeled as 1370

(collision). Frames labeled as 1 (i.e. collision frames) are that371

kind of data that is very difficult for a drone to gather yet372

required for the development of a reliable as well as safe373

TABLE 2. Training hyper-parameters.

technique. We divided the dataset into training validation and 374

testing. For training 51520 and for validation 12880 images 375

are used while for testing we uses 30% of the total data i.e. 376

27600 Dataset examples are shown in fig. 3. 377

B. DRONE CONTROL 378

The UAV is instructed to fly with a forward velocity of vk and 379

a steering angle of θk using the outputs. The network uses the 380

probability of collision to regulate the forward velocity: when 381

the collision probability is zero, vehicles are commanded to 382

move with the maximum velocity i.e. Vmax , and it stops when 383

the probability of collision is close to 1. The forward velocity 384

is filtered using a low pass filter (1 > α > 0) as shown in (1). 385

vk = (1− α)vk−1 + α(1− pt )Vmax (1) 386

Similarly, The predicted steering angle is also converted into 387

a yaw angle (rotation around the z-axis). We transform sk 388

from the [−1, 1] range to the required yaw angle θk in the 389

[
−π

2
,
π

2
] range and low-pass-filter it as shown in (2). 390

θk = (1− β)θk−1 + β(
π

2
)sk (2) 391

Lastly, a novice dynamic navigation strategy that will oper- 392

ate a drone accurately with only a single forward-looking 393

camera is developed. Our method has the advantage of cal- 394

culating a collision probability using one image, excluding 395

any prior knowing the platform’s velocity. We believe that 396

the proposed architecture will be making decisions based on 397

the range between noticed items in the sphere of vision [42]. 398

C. HYPER-PARAMETER 399

Hyper-parameters that are used for training is illustrated in 400

the table 2. 401
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FIGURE 4. Model performance: (a) Actual vs anticipated steerings of the
Udacity dataset testing sequence using the Probability Density Function
(PDF). (b) Confusion matrix for collision categorization using test images
from the dataset. The percentage of samples in each category is
represented by the numbers in this matrix.

FIGURE 5. Comparison of various known architecture with
Drone-STM-RENet.

V. RESULTS402

A. REGRESSION AND CLASSIFICATION RESULTS403

We initially analyze our model’s regression performance404

using the Udacity dataset’s testing sequence [54]. We utilize405

two measures to measure steering prediction performance:406

Root Mean Square Error (RSME) and Explained Variance407

Ratio (EVA). We use F-score and average classification accu-408

racy to evaluate collision prediction performance.409

FIGURE 6. Training loss of the proposed Drone-STM-RENet.

Table 1 compares Drone-STM-RENet architecture with 410

several known architecture from the literature [10], [42], [50]. 411

Weak baselines include a constant estimator that anticipates 412

0 for steering angle always and ‘‘no collision,’’ as well as 413

a random estimator. Our method outperforms it in terms of 414

prediction accuracy. In Figure 5 comparison of various known 415

architectures can be seen alongwith the Drone-STM-RENet 416

and it can be seen that our architecture is performing very 417

well in comparison to other known architectures in literature 418

and also number of parameters and number of layers are less 419

as shown in 1. Additionally, a favorable contrast to the VGG- 420

16 network [50] demonstrates a utilization for the residual 421

learning scheme in terms of generalization. As demonstrated 422

in Table 1 and fig. 4 our design achieves a great performance 423

as compared to other models in the literature. 424

B. PERFORMANCE METRICS 425

Various common performance indicators are used to assess 426

the performance of the implemented models. Accuracy, 427

recall, and F-score is examples of these measures. (3) is 428

used to assess accuracy by counting the total number of 429

accurate assignments. Recall is a metric that measures the 430

fraction of accurate collision probability estimates (4). The 431

F-score is specified by (5). Explained Variance is a met- 432

ric that is used to measure the quality of a regressor (6). 433

The major goal of Equation (7) is to enhance the true pos- 434

itive rate while lowering False-Negative for foreground or 435

region of interest detection. As a result, the Standard Error 436

(S.E.) at 95 percent Confidence Interval (CI) is presented 437

for recall/sensitivity/detection rate to identify the uncertainty 438

of the proposed Drone-STM-RENet [46]. In this instance, 439

z = 1.96 for S.E. at the 95% CI. The mistake is expressed 440

as (100-98)/2, or 20%. Images or the size of the dataset are 441

both considered to be total samples. Figure 6 shows learning 442

plots for the proposed Drone-STM-RENet, which illustrate 443

loss values for the training set and the validation set. 444

Accuracy =
TruePositive+ TrueNegative

Totalnumberofsamples
(3) 445

Recall =
TruePositive

TruePositive+ FalseNegative
(4) 446

F − Score = 2 ∗
precision ∗ recall
precision+ recall

(5) 447
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EVA =
Var[Ytrue − Ypred ]

Var[Ytrue]
(6)448

CI = z ∗

√
error(1− error)
TotalSamples

(7)449

VI. DISCUSSION450

Both traditional and learning-based methodologies have ben-451

efits and drawbacks, and our system is no different. The452

advantages include the ability for a drone to securely explore453

previously uncharted places by applying our easy learning454

and control approach. Unlike previous systems, no online455

environment map or pre-defined collision-free locations is456

required. Furthermore, we demonstrated remarkable gener-457

alizability across a wide range of situations. It might be a458

valuable adjunct to normal ‘‘map-localize-plan’’ navigation459

procedures in tasks like search and rescue and aerial deliv-460

eries. Furthermore, our method may be useful for platforms461

with limited resources because of the relatively simple and462

efficient network architecture. One disadvantage is that the463

agile dynamics of drones aren’t fully used. As a result, unlike464

prior CNN-based controllers [10], [55], [56], It is not fea-465

sible to give the robot a specific aim to pursue. There are466

several approaches to coping with the limits outlined above.467

When there is a high probability of collision, 3D collision-468

free pathways can be built to take use of the drone’s agility,469

as demonstrated in [56]. The distance to the destination [57]470

may be approximated using a 2D map and utilized [58]471

to generalize goal-driven challenges. Furthermore, as stated472

in [59], a measure of uncertainty might be introduced into473

our system to improve its resilience. The system could then474

switch back to a safety mode whenever it was required.475

VII. CONCLUSION476

Drones can confront various difficulties when navigating477

unstable and highly dynamic environments. This paper pre-478

sented a new architecture called Drone-STM-RENet that can479

safely pilot a drone across city streets. This architecture is480

based on the Split transform merge concept. As a result,481

utilizing an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) to collect data in482

an uncertain environment is both unsafe and time-consuming.483

As a result, our proposed techniques learn to fly by imitating484

automobiles and bikers, which already follow traffic regu-485

lations. When compared to other well-known architectures486

in the literature, this model gives promising results by pre-487

dicting collision probability and steering angle with accuracy488

(96.26%), recall (95.47%), F-score (91.95%) and explained489

variance (0.99) by Drone-STM-RENet enabling a UAV to490

respond swiftly to unforeseen occurrences and obstacles.491

The reason behind the performance of Drone-STM-RENet492

is that it captures the texture variations prominent features493

are boosted. Apart from this, edge operations and region494

homogeneity are dealt with through RENet block, which495

helps the drone to differentiate between background and fore-496

ground in challenging scenarios. In comparison to previous497

strategies utilized in the literature, the proposed Drone-STM-498

RENet converges quite quickly. Extensive experimentation 499

has demonstrated that a drone can be trained for urban naviga- 500

tion by emulating manned autos. It might be beneficial to typ- 501

ical ‘‘map-localize-plan’’ procedures in navigation-related 502

operations like aerial deliveries. 503
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